Hearing conservation simplified.

3M™ Hearing Conservation Program Manager
Having a comprehensive Hearing Conservation Program (HCP) in place is vital to keeping your entire crew protected, but managing that program can be difficult and time consuming. How do you make sure you’re not missing an important step?

The 3M™ Hearing Conservation Program Manager is here to help you keep track of critical hearing conservation program tasks and responsibilities – so you can spend less time searching and more time knowing.

Your partner in hearing conservation.

**Simplify use of noise measurements.**

- Enter noise measurements into the application with your mobile device from any wi-fi-accessible location - or upload sample data from select measurement instrument software
- Plan and track progress of noise control projects

**Take the guesswork out of hearing protection.**

- Create a list of hearing protector options that meet your attenuation and regulatory requirements
- Track and compare results over time to quickly identify and address potential issues
Keep your audiometrics in check.
- Track Standard Threshold Shifts (STS) and easily manage follow-up actions
- Schedule, store and save audiometric records to individual worker profiles

Stay ahead of training your team.
- Identify workers who must complete training
- Schedule on-site training sessions
- Upload hearing fit test results to the cloud and match to worker profiles

Take control of your hearing conservation program.
- Integrate your HCP data into one application and get rid of the paperwork
- Quickly access and review program metrics in real-time from your desktop web browser
- Control access to sensitive data with custom access rights for each user
- Track task completion and schedule upcoming tasks
- Helps maintain continuity of your hearing conservation program in the event of employee turnover
- Quickly monitor your progress and get detailed reports
Safety – with a silver lining.

The 3M™ Hearing Conservation Program Manager is just one part of the larger 3M™ Connected Safety ecosystem – a cloud-based suite of solutions designed to help take the complexity out of worker safety and help keep you in compliance.

With the 3M™ Hearing Conservation Program Manager, you can:

- Organize and manage a Hearing Conservation Program (HCP) by integrating hearing-related data into one application
- Access resources on regulatory requirements and hearing conservation best practices
- Import new and existing E-A-Rfit™ test results
- Create a list of hearing protector options that meet your attenuation and regulatory requirements
- Identify workers who must complete training, audiometric testing, and hearing protector fit testing
- Efficiently schedule, track and manage ownership of hearing conservation tasks, including training, audiometric and fit testing

To learn more about the 3M™ Hearing Conservation Program Manager, visit 3M.com/ProtectHearing